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POLITICAL POSITION
The IFP has consistently voiced its strong opposition to the proposed disbandment of the Scorpions. We believe that this decision of the majority party was made without reference to the merits and successes of the Scorpions, but is a subjective knee-jerk reaction to the unit's investigation of high-ranking ANC members. The decision to disband the Scorpions reeks of political self-protection, is irrational and will not advance the fight against organised crime and corruption.
However, it is clear to the IFP that the majority party will force its will on the public, notwithstanding the outcry, and will disband the Scorpions. In the face of this reality, the IFP has decided to participate in the legislative process in the hope that our contribution can limit the damage to our country's crime-fighting abilities.	.
We therefore have a choice to accept that there will be a successor to the Scorpions, or to retain the Scorpions as they are. The points we raise below are intended to strengthen the proposed Unit's ability to effectively combat organised crime and corruption.
KEY POINTS IRO SUCCESSOR TO THE DSO (SCORPIONS)
	1. INDEPENDENCE
The most important, non-negotiable principle for the IFP is that the Unit be completely independent, similar to the Independent Complaints Directorate (ICD). It should not report to the National Commissioner of Police, but should report directly to the Minister of Safety and Security. The Minister would be accountable to Parliament for the Unit's budget and administration, but will not be allowed to be directly involved in investigations and I or decisions regarding the Unit's investigations. The Head of the Unit will be accountable for the latter.
2. MANDATE
The Unit's mandate must be clearly spelt out in the legislation. The types of organised crime to be investigated must be similarly clearly spelt out so that role
The IFP believes that the Head of the Unit, in consultation with the Ministers of Justice and Safety and Security, should select the personnel he / she requires. This must be done according to specific criteria that must be included in the bill.
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confusion and jurisdictional conflicts could be avoided. The Unit's mandate in respect of relationships with foreign law enforcement agencies must be clear.
3.	SELECTION OF DSO MEMBERS
At present the amendment bill provides that the National Commissioner will select former members of the DSO for employment in the new Unit. That is completely unacceptable to the IFP, as the Commissioner is given too much discretion in this respect. The bill also fails to spell out what criteria should be followed in the selection process.
4.	CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
The bill does not make it clear that transferring members of the DSO would retain the same conditions of employment as they now enjoy. The bill must do this specifically, and must make it clear that labour laws will apply to transferring members.
5.	INVOLVEMENT OF PROSECUTORS I SPECIALISTS
The legislation must make it clear that the Unit will be enabled to request the temporary secondment of any state official to assist in its investigations. These could include specialist prosecutors from the NPA that would then form part of an investigation. They will not head the investigation team, but can be consulted by the team and provide valuable advice and direction. The same would apply to specialists from other law enforcement agencies, including SARS and the intelligence community.
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